Voces® French 2: Scope and Sequence
Voces® French 2 immerses students in the Francophone world via interpretive tasks, Integrated
Performance Assessments, cultural readings, and authentic images and videos. Aligned to
ACTFL World-Readiness Standards, this Voces Digital title is a full curriculum, covering a
year’s worth of instruction. Meeting students at the Novice-Mid level of proficiency, the French
2 curriculum extends their learning to an Intermediate-Low. At every level, the curriculum is
designed to propel students toward proficiency in ACTFL’s five Cs: Communication, Cultures,
Connections, Comparisons, and Communities. Interactive tools, such as video, audio, and
student recordings, enhance and add depth to the authentic tasks and activities. Explore the
Scope and Sequence below, and if you have any questions or want to sign up for a free trial, visit
VocesDigital.net or call 800-848-0256.
Chapitre 1 : L'identité francophone
Vocabulaire
Culture
Grammaire et phonétique
Chapitre 1.1 : Qui suis-je ?
Aspects of identity: name,
Review: names
Review: être in the present
nationality, and origin
tense
Contact information
Personal information: place of
Review: agreement and
birth and residence, contact
Official documents (passports, placement of adjectives
information, and physical and etc.)
personality traits
Review: formation of date
Central France
Pronunciation of masculine vs.
Review: days, months,
feminine adjective endings:
numbers, and dates
La francophonie : What is it?
-ais/-aise and -en/-enne
Review: descriptive adjectives
(physical and personality
traits)
Review: a few adverbs

Review: people in my
personal world/circle

Pronunciation of Dis vs. Dites
Pronunciation of the sound -oi

Pronunciation of masculine vs.
feminine adjective endings:
-eux/-euse and -if/-ive
Chapitre 1.2 : Les personnes dans mon monde
French nicknames
Review: the verb avoir in the
Family time

present tense

Professions in France

Possessive adjectives

Review: family and friends
Professions
Professions in the
Francophone world

Use and omission of articles
with professions

Employment in France

Pronunciation of masculine vs.
feminine profession endings:
-eur/-euse and -eur/-ice
Chapitre 1.3 : Mes préférences et mes obligations
Review: preferences and
Favorite activities among
Review: regular -er verbs in
activities
French teenagers
the present tense (including
-cer, -ger, and -yer verbs)
Chores and responsibilities
Favorite activities among
inside and outside the house
teenagers around the
Review: the verb faire in the
Francophone world
present tense
The rooms in a house
Typical responsibilities among Review: de l'/de la/du after the
French teenagers
verb faire with activities
Review: the verbs vouloir,
pouvoir, and devoir in the
present tense
Review: negative structure
with ne … pas
Review: schools
Courses and studies
Review: describing classes

Chapitre 1.4 : Ma routine typique
French school schedules
Review: formation of
traditional and official time
Francophone school schedules
Review: use of the
After-school schedules and
article le with days of the
activities for French students
week

Review: after-school activities
Review: time, adverbs of
frequency, and days

After-school schedules and
activities for students around
the Francophone world

Chapitre 2 : Vive les vacances !
Vocabulaire
Culture
Grammaire et phonétique
Chapitre 2.1 : Les préparations : Faisons nos valises
Where people go on vacation
French vacation time
Review: aller in the present
(geographical areas and
tense
countries)
French-speaking areas in the
Pacific
Review: contractions with à
Review: weather, months, and
seasons
Review: the near future
Packing for vacations

Il fait vs. J'ai with froid and
chaud

Review: clothes
Review: mettre in the present

tense
Pronunciation of -ill as in
billet and -ille as in tranquille
Review: pronunciation of en
Chapitre 2.2 : L'itinéraire de voyage
Regions of France with their
Review: acheter and préférer
key tourist attractions
in the present tense

How people prepare for
vacations
How people move around on
vacation

French country houses
Francophone destinations

What people do while on
vacation

Review: prendre in the present
tense
Review: faire and voir in the
present tense
Review: the passé composé
with the helping verb avoir
and the passé composé of the
verb aller with the helping
verb être

Pronunciation of -gn
Chapitre 2.3 : Rencontrons de nouveaux amis en vacances
Meeting new friends
Summer camps
Various question formations
Nationalities and origins

French and American
stereotypes

Vouloir and pouvoir in the
present tense

Staying in touch
Je voudrais
Effect of apostrophes on
pronunciation as in d'où
Chapitre 2.4 : Une journée en ville
How to navigate a new town,
Backpacking through Europe
Review: imperative forms
directions
Travel considerations
Eating out, foods
Currencies and exchange rates
Shopping for souvenirs
Invitations

Vocabulaire

Chapitre 3 : Qu'est-ce qu'on fait en ville ?
Culture
Grammaire et phonétique
Chapitre 3.1 : Se déplacer en ville

Review: places in the city

Structures of French cities

Review: prepositional phrases
to locate places

Famous French cities

Review: how to navigate the
city (directions and
transportation)
Taking the bus and the
subway

Structures of cities around the
Francophone world

Review:
contractions du and des with
prepositional phrases that
include de
Conjugating sortir, partir, and
dormir in the present tense

Famous Francophone cities
Review: conjugating the verb
Public transportation in France prendre in the present tense
Use of cars in cities
Life without cars

Review: conjugating regular
verbs and some irregular verbs
in the passé composé with the
helping verb avoir

Transportation in Francophone
Africa
Review: conjugating the
verb aller in the passé
The Paris métro and
composé with the helping
navigating the Paris métro
verb être
Pronunciation of silent
The R.E.R.
endings—silent t
The metro system in Montréal
Chapitre 3.2 : Les spectacles en ville
Review: what people do in
Tourism offices
The pronoun y
various parts and places of the
city
Famous French sporting
Conjugating the
events
Review: preferences and
verbs connaître and savoir in
frequency of activities
Day in the life of a Parisian
the present tense
Extending, accepting, and
declining invitations

Museums and sites in French
cities

Phrases to indicate present,
past, and future timeframes

Day in the life of a Québécois
Other types of museums and
sites in Québec City and
Montréal
Québec City and Montréal

Using connaître vs. savoir
Verbs conjugated in the passé
composé with the helping verb
être
Review: nasal sounds -en, -an,
-on, and -in
Review pronunciation of
-oi and -ai

Pronunciation of -er vs.
-ère and -ain vs. -aine
At the museum
Describing fine arts and art
objects
At the concert, theater, and
opera
Attending a special event

Chapitre 3.3 : Une soirée mémorable
Art: trends and movements
Review: demonstrative
adjectives
Famous French art exhibits in
Paris
Review: comparative
structures with adjectives
Famous Francophone art
exhibits
Review: negative structures in
the present, past, and near
Famous French singers
future tenses

Movies

French radio

Television

Famous Francophone singers

Review: superlative structures
with adjectives

Review: contraction
Classical French entertainment of de with le and les
Review: pronunciation of é vs.
Le Cirque du Soleil
è
Famous French actors and the
Cannes Film Festival
French television
Entertainment in other parts of
the Francophone world
Chapitre 4 : En plein air
Vocabulaire
Culture
Grammaire et phonétique
Chapitre 4.1 : Un week-end dans la nature
A weekend in the countryside The French and nature
Direct object pronouns in
sentences in the present tense,
Travel itinerary
French country homes
the near future, and two-verb
structures (identifying direct
Activities in the countryside
Northern France
objects and understanding the
use and placement of
Characteristics of the natural
National parks in France and
pronouns)
environment
throughout the Francophone
world
The passé composé forms and
Review: prepositions
the imparfait forms of the verb
Special species of animals in
être
Places and animals in natural
France
settings
The forms of the verb voir in

Biodiversity in Madagascar

the present tense and in
the passé composé
Verbs conjugated with être in
the passé composé
Verbs conjugated
with avoir or être in the passé
composé
The tréma
The pronunciation of gn
The pronunciation of -ais, -ait,
-aient, -é, -ai, and -er
Review: pronunciation of -oi
The pronunciation of -ie

Questions about what one
sees, has seen, or is going to
see in a natural environment
Characteristics of a farm:
activities, places, things, and
animals
Describing and comparing
lifestyles in a town, in a
village, on a farm, and in the
countryside

Vowel glides
Chapitre 4.2 : Un séjour à la ferme
French animal sounds
Irregular plural forms of nouns
French agriculture
Agricultural products around
the Francophone world
Caring for farm animals
around the Francophone world
French farms
The role of livestock in
traditions throughout the
Francophone world
Equine activities in France
Western France

Placement of direct object
pronouns in negative
structures
Comparative and superlative
structures with adjectives
Review: de +
articles l' and la and the
contraction of de with le and
les (in superlative structures)
Formation and placement of
adverbs in the French sentence
Comparative and superlative
structures with adverbs

Hard and soft pronunciations
of the letter c
Simple syllable division

Camping outdoors

Chapitre 4.3 : Un voyage d'une semaine en camping
Camping in France
Special uses of de

Enjoying nature
Summer camp activities in
various types of camps

Camping throughout the
Francophone world
Fishing as a way of life in
parts of the Francophone
world
Summer camps in France
The Alps

The forms of dormir in the
present tense and in the passé
composé
Direct object pronouns
in passé composé structures
Direct object pronouns in
imperative structures
The pronunciation of -au and
-ou

Green tourism
Digraphs
Chapitre 5 : Les fêtes, les célébrations et les moments spéciaux
Vocabulaire
Culture
Grammaire et phonétique
Chapitre 5.1 : Comment préparer une fête
Party preparations:
Hosting in France
Indirect object pronouns in the
invitations and preparing the
present and in two-verb
house or the room
Calendar of French holidays
structures (identifying an
indirect object and using and
Party preparations:
Birthdays vs. name days
placing pronouns
purchases, gifts, decorations,
appropriately)
foods, and getting help
The Music Festival
Direct and indirect object
Historical overview of
pronouns (identifying and
Francophone countries in
differentiating the two types of
West Africa
objects)
Verbs that require a direct
object in French, but an
indirect one in English, and
verbs that require an indirect
object in French, but a direct
one in English
Using and placing indirect
object pronouns in affirmative

and negative sentences, in the
present, near future, and passé
composé
Pronunciations of the letter g

Fall holidays

Pronunciation of -uy and -ui
Chapitre 5.2 : Les fêtes nationales et religieuses
Religious holidays
Indirect object pronouns

End-of-year and winter
holidays

Halloween and All Saints’
Day

Other holidays throughout the
year

Thanksgiving
End-of-year holidays in
France: la Saint-Nicolas et
Noël
The Chandeleur holiday

in passé composé structures
The verbs ouvrir and offrir in
the présent and passé composé
Indirect object pronouns in
imperative structures
(affirmative and negative
commands)

Valentine’s Day
Bastille Day

Direct object pronouns in
imperative structures

The French National anthem
Some national holidays in the
Francophone world
Some national anthems in the
Francophone world
Francophone holidays in Asia
and in the Pacific
Francophone holidays in
Africa

Differentiating direct from
indirect objects
Direct and indirect object
pronouns in the passé
composé and in the near future
The verb construire in the
présent and passé composé
The accent circonflexe

Holidays of Christian origin:
The letter n in nasal sounds
Mardi Gras, le Mercredi des
Cendres, le Carême, et Pâques
The letter h
Important celebrations and
The letter q
religious holidays
Major Islamic holidays

Islamic celebrations: Ramadan
et Aïd Al-Fitr
Islamic
celebrations: Muharram,
Mawlid an-Nabi, et Aïd alAdha
Francophone celebrations and
holidays in Europe
Chapitre 5.3 : Les moments spéciaux de la vie
Special moments in life
Births in France
Double object pronouns in
present tense, two-verb
Commemorating special
Birth and celebrations of birth structures, and near future
moments
in the Francophone world
Double object pronouns
Special moments in the work
Birthday and name day
in passé composé structures
place
celebrations in France and
throughout the Francophone
The forms of the verbs lire,
Special moments in a family
world
dire, and écrire in the present
and passé composé
Funerals in France
Double object pronouns in
Funeral practices in the
imperative structures
Francophone world
The pronunciation of -eu
Graduation in France

The pronunciations of -ch

Retirement in France

The letter s

Retirement in the
Francophone world
Weddings around the
Francophone world
Weddings in France
Marriage and divorce in
France
Family reunions in France and
in the Francophone world
Sacraments in the Roman

Catholic Church
Phases of life in Judaism
Phases of life in Islam
Chapitre 6 : Les habitudes quotidiennes
Culture
Grammaire et phonétique
Chapitre 6.1 : Les préparations pour la journée et pour se coucher
Morning preparations
The daily routine of a French
Reflexive vs. non-reflexive
teenager
verbs
Activities throughout the day
Access to education and the
Reflexive verbs in the present
Sequencing phrases
daily school routine in African tense
Francophone countries
Toiletries
Conjugation
Host families in France
of dormir and mettre in the
present tense
Making oneself beautiful in
France
Conjunctions of time: avant de
and pendant que
Beauty products
Reflexive verbs in the near
Beauty in the Francophone
future
world
The letter combination -uy
Vocabulaire

Pronunciation of the letter y
Words ending in -ing
Chapitre 6.2 : Une journée typique d'une étudiante
Studies, courses, and
French high schools
Review: the article le with a
schedules
day of the week
Schools in Canada
The school day: classes and
activities
Parisian life: “Métro, boulot,
Formation of traditional vs.
dodo”
formal time
An interesting day at school
Eastern France
Some exceptional school
The pronoun y used for a place
activities
School discipline in France
School life in France

Direct object pronouns vs.
indirect object pronouns
Object pronouns vs. the

pronoun y
Order of object pronouns in
the present, near future,
and passé composé
Conjugation of the
verb recevoir in the present
and passé composé
Order of object pronouns in
the case of multiples in
imperative structures
Pronunciation of -ai
Pronunciation of -tion
Review: pronunciation of
-eur vs. -euse
Review: pronunciation of -ère
Chapitre 6.3 : Quelques activités de la journée
Reflexive verbs to talk about
How people relax around the
The forms of s'appeler, se
activities, behaviors, and
Francophone world
rappeler, and se souvenir in
emotions
the present tense
How the French remember
The pace of life
their past
Reflexive verbs in the present
and near future tenses
The French pace of life
Reflexive verbs in imperative
How Quebecois remember
structures
their past
Pronunciation of the letter o
French heritage in the United
States

Double consonants

How Caribbean Francophones
remember their past

Vocabulaire

Chapitre 7 : En bonne santé
Culture

Grammaire et phonétique

Health expressions

Chapitre 7.1 : Comment te sens-tu ?
Francophone countries in
Conjugating the verb se
Central Africa
sentir in the present tense

A visit to the doctor
Talking to a doctor
Discussing common colds and
allergies with a doctor

Historical overview of
Francophone countries in
Central Africa

Conjugating the
verb prescrire in the present
and passé composé

Visiting a doctor around the
Francophone world

Reflexive verbs in the present
and near future tenses
Schwa: the French vowel e

Pharmacies in France
Pronunciation of -in
Access to medications in parts
of the Francophone world
Healthcare in France

Pronunciation of g or j per the
International Phonetic
Alphabet symbol [ʒ]

Healthcare in Canada
Healthcare in Africa

Parts of the body
In the E.R.

Major health concerns in
Africa
Chapitre 7.2 : Je me suis blessé(e)
French fingers
Using definite articles with
parts of the body
Médecins Sans Frontières
Using the avoir idiom "avoir
La Croix Rouge Internationale mal à"
Health emergencies in France
Health emergencies around
the Francophone world
L'Hôtel national des Invalides
Alternative medicine in
France
Health spas in France
Alternative medicine in North
Africa

Reflexive verbs in the passé
composé
Reflexive verbs in the passé
composé with parts of the
body

Alternative medicine in SubSaharan Africa
Alternative medicine in the
Caribbean and French Guiana
Alternative medicine in the
South Pacific
French and Francophone
medical advancements
Chapitre 7.3 : Pour rester en bonne santé
Talking and asking questions
Health and wellness in France Using Il faut and Il ne faut pas
about health
Health and wellness in Canada Conjugating the verb vivre in
Good and bad health choices
the present and passé composé
Health and wellness in North
Nutrition and exercise
Africa
Conjugating the verb courir in
the present and passé composé
Sports and activities
Health and wellness in SubSaharan Africa
The pronoun en
Fitness around the
Francophone world

Using Jouer à vs. Faire
de with sports

Manger-bouger Program

The adverbial pronoun y for
places
Review: pronunciation of the
letter c

Sports in France
Sports in the Francophone
world
Popular sports in Frenchspeaking Europe
Popular sports in Frenchspeaking Canada
Popular sports in Frenchspeaking Caribbean and South
Pacific
Popular sports in the Maghreb
Popular sports in Sub-Saharan
French-speaking Africa

Review: pronunciation of the
letter g
Pronunciation of the letter v

Chapitre 8 : Faisons les courses !
Culture
Grammaire et phonétique
Chapitre 8.1 : La nourriture
Traditional foods in France
Partitive articles

Vocabulaire
Food preferences
Meals

International influences on
French cuisine

Meals at a café
Allergies and food restrictions
How to order food and pay the
bill in a café

Regional cuisine in Eastern
France
Traditional foods in Québec

Using à vs. de with foods
Different articles used with
foods
Conjugated forms of vouloir,
pouvoir, and devoir (present
and past)

A big meal in France
Foods/meals and drinks for
breakfast, lunch, and dinner

Shopping for food
Small food shops

Pronunciation of -ill
Traditional foods in Southeast
Asia

Pronunciation of the letter t

Traditional foods in Southwest
Asia
Chapitre 8.2 : Allons dans les petits commerces !
Food shopping in France
Stem-changing verbs
In a French pastry shop
Using chez vs. à with shops

Quantities and costs

Fast foods in France

Supermarket foods

Fast foods in Francophone
regions
French-speaking countries of
North Africa

Quantities and prices per
quantity
The pronoun en with
quantities
The adjective tout
En in combination with other
object pronouns
Functions of the accent grave

Essentials for a recipe

Pronunciation of -eu
Chapitre 8.3 : Les recettes et la cuisine
French recipe measurements
Using Il faut vs. Il me faut

Kitchen tools and utensils

Traditional French foods for
Christmas and New Year’s

Essentials for the table
Cooking ingredients

Traditional French foods for
other holidays

Cooking terms

Formal French meals

Tasting and describing food

Gastronomy
The Michelin Guide and
restaurant ratings

Imperative sentences
Conjugated forms of the verb
servir (present tense and passé
composé)
Multiple object pronouns in
imperative sentences
Pronunciation of -au and
-eau
Pronunciation of the letter e

Café vs. restaurant vs. home
food

Review: describing housing
and living quarters

Chapitre 9 : Mon logement
Culture
Chapitre 9.1 : Ma maison
City vs. suburb vs. rural
housing

Rooms and locations in the
house

Housing styles in various
French regions

Review: placement of
adjectives

Furnishings and equipment in
the kitchen and dining room

French houses and apartments

Review: use of prepositions
and prepositional phrases

Vocabulaire

Furnishings and equipment
throughout the house

Toilettes vs. WC vs. salle de
bains vs. salle d’eau
Housing in the Francophone
world

Review: the family

Grammaire et phonétique
Review: agreement of
adjectives

Review: comparative and
superlative structures with
adjectives and nouns
Review: Nasal vowels

Pronunciation of -ier and
-ière
Chapitre 9.2 : Qu’est-ce qu’on fait chez soi ?
At home in France
Review: passé composé

Family-centered activities in
the house

At home in the Francophone
world

Activities that take place in
the kitchen

Some unique and historic
houses in France

Activities that take place in

Some unique and historic

Review: irregular past
participles
Review: passé
composé with être

the bathroom and in the
bedroom

houses/buildings in the
Francophone world

Other activities around the
house, in the yard, and in the
garden

The South of France, or le
Midi

Review: passé composé of
reflexive verbs
Review: object pronouns and
passé composé
Pronunciation of s vs. ss

Pronunciation of the letter p
Chapitre 9.3 : À la recherche d’un nouvel appartement
People and real estate: renters, Apartment designations in
Review: forming questions
owners, sellers, and buyers
France
with interrogative expressions
Conversing with a real estate
agent

House features in the
Francophone world

Relative pronouns qui, que,
and où

Features of new housing
subdivisions

The neighborhoods of Paris

Uses of the pronoun en

Renting or buying real estate
in France

Using en with verbs that
use de
Pronunciation of -eur vs.
-euse

Discussing prices and budgets

Renting or buying real estate
in the Francophone world
Housing refugees
Handicapped access in France

Pronunciation of -ail and
-aille

